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The President's Page...
Looking Forward
On January 15th ballots and an e\planator>' letter were sent to all of the chapters
of Tail Kappa Alpha and Delta Sigma Rho
asking them to make the linal decision on

reriuireil and. happily, the number of chap
ters voting for the merger was a sub.stantial

majority of all of our chapters.

merger. The chapters were given a tleadline

It is regrettable that all of our chapters
did not vote in tliis imixirtant matter but a

of March 1st for the return of the ballots.

one hundreil jx'r cent re.sponsc is never

Two-thirds of the ballots of those voting

achieved on any occasion. Indeed, the reslx)n^(^ was much better than that usually
made to the fall contact letters. Consequently,
we may a.s.siime tliat most of the chapters
which arc active and vitally interested have

would be necessary to effect the merger. In
order that assurance could be given that

each chapter had been officially notified,
the Delta Sigma Rho ballots were .sent out
by registered mall so that receipted cards

expressed their preference.

that the ballots were received on idl cam

The exact vote in Tau Kappa Alpha has
not been released but the vole in this society

puses where chapters were located. Now,

on March 1st showed a .substantial margin

after the forty-five days of the voting period,

of approval. Delta Sigma Rbo-Taii Kappa
Alpha, as the one national honor .society in
the I'nited States, will Ixxomc a reality in
August, 1963. The first organization to ap

have been returned to the Secretary showing

the results are in and can be announced.

Fifty chapters in Delta Sigma Rho voted for
the merger, four voted against it. This 12
to 1 vote of approval far exci-eded the vote

plaud and commend this move is the A.sso-
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ciation of Collej^e Honor Societies whicli
passed a resolution to this effect at its annual
meeting in Nfudison, Wisconsin February 23.

We now enter a periotl of preparation for
the August merger sessions. Joint committees
have been formed with two members from

eacli society. Tliese committees are as bil
lows: Publications (Victor Powell, Chm.,

Paul Boase. Bert

Bradley and

Charles

Goetziriger); 1964 National meeting (Rob
ert Hiiber, Chm., George Adamson, Austin

Freeley, Victor Harnack); Regional Organ
ization (P. Merville (..arson, Chm., Marvin

If you have ideas which you would like
to have considered, write at once to one of

our members. Of particular conceni will be
the regional organization. Each region should
inchule the chapters which can easily ar
range to meet, so that each chapter can
participate fully. Not only will the sponsors
elect a governor to head the region and serve
on the national council but students will

also have a parallel organization. If you
have an>' ideas or iireferences, now is the
time to make them known. Likewise the

matter of regional and national meetings

Nominations (Thorrel Fe.st, Clim., Wayne

has been left fluid by the coordinating com
mittee and wisely so. In the years ahead,
the chapters may now elect to carry on the
traditional programs or they may formulate
new ones to meet the present needs. Alert
and full cooperation Ijy idl chapters .should
shape a program to meet tlie needs and

Eubank, Charles Laylon, Robert Weiss.

desires of all.

Esch, Wayne C. Eubank, Joe Wethcrby);
Legal Procedures (Kenneth Hance, Chm..

Leroy Laa.se, George Lamb, James McBath );
Key (Herold Ross, Annabel Hagood); Pub
licity (Lionel Crocker, Winston Brembcck);

Herold Ro.ss and Annabel Hagood, ex offi-

Let us then, with confidence and hope,

cio). The Ritual Committee is .still being

move forward into a new era of outstanding

formed.

leadership and activities in forensics.

A Study of the Influence of Note-Taking by
Tournament Judges on Debaters' Attitudes
Kim Giffin ano Donald Wahner*

Before suggesting how to take notes and
outline a dehate, Braden and Brandenburg

warn debate judges, "In the average debate
you will usually encounter a ma.ss of argu
ment and evidence so great that you cannot
remember it. If you rely on memory, you

may find the last persuasive apiiea) you hear
becomes the most important in making your
decision."*^

The tendency to be influonced too much
by final appeals of debatens diminishes when

judges make continuous decisions. In rcfering to these "continuous decisions," Potter
says, "Judges should make decisions con

stantly. A debate should he jtidged as it
progresses, not after it is all over. To express
this another way, the judge should be pre
pared to say how he would vote, if asked, at
any given moment in the debate."- If this
type of decision is desirable, one might ques

tion how accurately a judge can render a
decision at the end of a debate if be has not

taken notes during the debate. The spec
•Kim Ciffin (Ph.D., Iowa, 1950) is Hi-ud of thf

Speech Comtminicatiiin Division, Department of

ulation of .seasoned debaters on this issue

Speech and Drama, University of Kansas.
Donald Wiimer is a Camegic Corporation Undergrudiiale Research A.ssislant at the University of

formed the basis of this study.
The study sought to discover the degree

Kansas.

'Braden, Waldo W., and Ernest S. Brandenburg,
Orul Decisioti-Mukitig, New York, Harper & Bros.,
19.55, p. 519.

* Potter, Da% id, Argumerifation and Debate, The
Drydi-n Press, 1954, p. 418.
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Questionnaire to Debaters

Would you please answer the following questi«)ns by placing an (X) in the proper segment
on the line of response. Do not hesitate to answer frankly. As an individual, you will not be
identified with your response.
1. Do you think you won?

2.

Ye.s; quite

Yc.s; but not

No firm

No; hut not

certain

at all sure

opinion

at all .sure

No; quite
certain

To what e.vtcnt arc you confident of the judge's ability to make a correct decision?
A great extent

Some extent

Little extent

Not at all

3. To what extent did the judge seem t(» take written notes during the debate?
A great extent

Some extent

Little extent

Not at all

4. To whiit extent did the judge's note-taking, or lack of note-taking, seem to affect your
debating?
A great extent

Some extent

of relationship, if any, between debaters'
attitudes and the debate judges' note-taking;
more specifically, whether or not a judge's
note-taking affects the debater's presentation

Little extent

Not at all

Following the tournament, the question
naire responses were tabulated. In order to
tabulate and search for correlations between

and to what e.xtent it influences his confi

respon.ses. the answers for each qjiestion were
mimbered from left to right along the an

dence in the judge's decision and criticisms.

swer line.

The first question, "Do you think you
Procedure Employed
The first task involved drawing up, .sten

ciling, mimeograpliing, and pretesting the
following (lucstioTmaire which was given

won?" was not intended for correlation with

the other three questions; however, it may
be of interest to note that the mean answer on

to debaters at the 1961 Heart of America

a five-point scale was 2.05 or "Yes; but not
at all sure." The mean answers are given

Debate Toiiniament.''

below for questions two, three, and four; they

At the tournament, coaches of teams en

tered were asked to inform tlieir debaters that

they would receive a questionnaire ;ifter each
of the four preliminary rounds of debating
on the first day of the tournament, to he com
pleted for a debate research project. The
debaters received the (lueslionnaire imme

diately following each round on the first day,
filled it out and returned it while the judge
marked his l>allot. The results include four

were calculated on a four-point scale. The
mean thus calculated for question two, "To
what extent are you confident of the judge's
ability to make a correct decision?," was 1.54,
i.e, the mean answer lay between "A great
extent" and "Some extent."

For question three, "To what extent did

the judge seem to take written notes during
the debate?," the mean answer was 1.79, or
closer to "Some extetit" than "A great extent."

preliminary rounds of debating, 64 debaters,

On question four, "To what extent did the

and 2.55 usable {{uestionnairos.

judge's note-taking, or lack of note-taking,
seem to ;iffcct your debating?," the mean

^ For a dt'scripticin of thLs Ummanu'nt, its objectives
and manner of oppration, see Giffin. Kim, and Wil
Linkunel, "The Heart of America Debate Totirna-

ment," The Gavel, Vol. 40, No. 4. May, 1958, pp.
73-74.

answer was found to be 2.84—or almost no
more effect than a "Little extent."

(Continued on page 56)
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Debate and the Challenge of Business
Jeiiry B. Muhbay, Daniel E. Shauchnessy and Thomas L. Vinc;e*
There is a steadily growing body of evi
dence which indicates that leaders in many

fields have found experience in educational
debate to be an important asset in their
careers.' One of the senior executives of the

automobile industry commended the value of
debate and its usefulness as a preparation for
a business career in these words;

Debating compels a student to see and
understand both sides of a (piestion and to
build up defenses while the offensive ca.se is

l)eing researched or argued. It forces a stu
dent into (juiek, correct analysis on issues as

one acquires skill in clear self-expression and
legal thinking.
Cahter L. Burgess,President of the Amer
ican Machine and Foundry Comjiany,

Effective business leadersliip requires the
ability to communicate and to influence peo
ple to action. Debating trains one to articulate
his thoughts in precise words, within time
limits, and to develop the speaking manner
isms which influence people to his point of
view. Almost as important, preparation for
the rel)uttal in debating trains one to listen to
the i>oint of view of others so that, in busi
ness, you may learn from your associates as

ihev arc being presented by the opposition.

you exehange views and lead them on a

It demands that the "best laid plans' of attack

course of action.

he amended immediately to fit new situations

as a debating opi^onent presents his rea

Alehed j. Stokelv, President of Stokely-Van

soning and line of attack. This is a good

Camp, Inc.,

introduction to the necessity in biisiness of
accommodation to challenge, new ideas, and
tlie shifting positions of subordinates, peers,
superiors, and competitors,
This comment, and those that follow, came

from a survey conducted in February and
March of 1962 of the executives of the 300

largest ct)qx>ralions in America.® One hun
dred eighteen executives responded to the
four-part (piestionnaire. Of tlio.se replying,

51'f participated in debate activities in high

. . . (debating) taught me to be more ol>ieetive in analyzing problems as well as in
presenting them for consideration; it also

developed my ability to think on my feet and
to speak from notes exteinptiraneously.
George Wu.i.iam Miller, President of Textron, Inc.,

My debuting experience was very valuable
in training me for more effective c-niniminications, both with associates and larger audi
ences.

school, and 22? were active debaters in
college. Former debaters realized the
importance of debating in their careers, as
witnessed by a sampling of their recommen

debate as a valuable preparation for a career

dations:

United States Rubber replied,

Edw.ard J. Dwveh, President of The Electric

ability to stand up and talk to an audience is

When asked whether he would recommend

in business, George R. Vil.a, President of
I do without reservation.

I l>elicve the

.Storage Buttery Company,

of great value in developing poise and self-

Debating adds to one's ability to analyze
facts, reatm conclusions and express those
conclusions clearly and precisely. In addition

eonfiderice.

•The

authors

are

all

19fil

Bradiiates

nf John

Carroll University where they were uetive Varsits'
tlehaters. All are niemliers of Delta Sinnm Rho.
This article is based on a paper submitted in par
tial fulfilliiient of the re<jiiiremi-nts of Dr. Austin

J, Freeley's course "Argiimentafion and Debate"
at John Carroll University. Murray and Shatighnessy
are currently scholarship students at Boston Colleue
Law School; Vince is currentb' a jiradtiate nssi.stanl
in Enalish at Ohio State University.

'See, for example. Austin J. Freelcy, ",An Anthology
of Corameiitaiy on Debate." The Gavel, Vol. 41,

Again, Jack Scuon, President of the LingTcmco-Voiight Company, termed his debate
experience "extremely valuable."
Another senior corporate officer' found
debating valuable because of its aid in

... developing the ability to think on one's
feet, to organize ones thoughts, and to e.vpress onescuf, as well as overcoming a natural

diffidence in front of mimhers of other people.

No. 3, March, 1939, pp. 43-45.

- "AmeTicu's Largest Corporations," Fortune, July,
1961. pp. 161-169.

^ Some executives did not give permission to use their
names for publication.
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dealing with organizational matters in a per

son's own business. It is not too much to sa^

debating

. . . plays an integral part of any tnaiiage-

that such ability—objectively api^Iied to one s
own iK;r.sonal prol)lems—can si^ell the dif

ment capacity within industry and proves a

ference between persona! success and failure.

valuable addition to a curriciihnn for prep
aration in Ini-siness nianagenient.
Still anotlier executive found that debating
. . . gave me great assistance in placing

facts in logical order and also provides needeu
training in expressing tliougbts in a clear and
articulate fashion,

In summary, it is significant to take note
of the trends indicated by the repetition of

such values as the ability to think on one's
feet, the tievelopment of poise, the logical
presentation of argument, and tlie ability to
influence others. .All of these are seen as

.Although only 54% of tliose polled actually
participat(?d in debating, 96% of all thost:
surveyed recommended debate as valuable
training for a hu.siness career. Of those who
had debate experience, 100% recommended
debate as being valuable. Summing up the

importance of debating in relation to indus
try, M..). Hathbove. President of Tlie Stand
ard Oil Company of New Jersey stated
I Irelieve that training in debate should be
a most valualde preparation for a career in

qualities developed by debate and all are
deemed as necessary for effective business
leadership. It is also noteworthy that during
the past few years similar surveys have Iwen
conducted among political leaders. Supreme

Court justices, and more recently, presidents
of American universities.^ In each survey the
leaders questioned strongly praised the value
of debate as an asset in career training. Thus,
leaders from all walks of life, in business a.s

well as in education and in politics agree on
the iniierent values of debate. In conclusion,

business. Forty years in the business world
certainly indicate to me that the ability to
present a position clearly and forcefully, to

we might note the stalemcrit of an executive
in the automobile industry who maintains

detect the flaws or weaknesses in the presen

that

tation of an opposite position and rapidly
deeitle how to bring these flaws or weak

nesses to light and then counter them con
vincingly is of the utmost value to most
businessmen. It is an ability which is es.sential
in almost every form of uegotiations, vvlictlicr
it be contract negotiations, labor negotiations,
negotiations with government agencies or

representatives, or in fact in any form of
negotiations. This ability is inlicreiit in every
successful salesman.

It is an e.s.sential in

Pcrfonning the business task is largely a
matter of communication. Those who com
municate best are the ones who rise most

rapidly and effectively. In order to com
municate well, a man must have the ability
to think, write, analyze, and project.
'Kichard D. Henderson. "Debati": Vit.il in the Ed
ucational Program," The Gavel, Vol. 44, No. 1,
Nov., 1961, pp. 9-10.
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The Meaning of Inherency
AuTHun N. Krugeb*

Apparently there is still confusion among
debaters and debate coaches on the meaning

and significance of inherency in relation to
the development of the affirmative case, par

ticularly the issue concerning the need for
clnmging the status quo. Only recently one
writer on the subject remarked, "If tire proix)sed plan has significant advantages even

ferior tliat minor changes woiJd not put it on
a piu- with the new iwlicy. For if it could be
demonstrated that minor changes would i)ut
it on a par, the advantage wouUI lie with a
status quo requiring only minor changes
as against a new policy requiring major
changes witii its attendant complications
and doubts. Thu-S, in advocating the need

where 'serious weaknesses' are not 'inherent

to change the status quo, which tlie affirm

in the system,' could not one logically dem
onstrate that the plan siiould he adopted?"
And he goes on to slate, "The 'comparative
advantages' affinnatire attempts to do just

ative is doing by advocating a new policy,
the affirmative must prove that the status

this."' Such comments reveal a lack of un

derstanding of the underlying logic of the
affirmative po.sition that advocates tire
adoption of a new policy or program.
Since tliis whole matter is tied up with the

affirmative's burden of proof, let's consider
briefly what that burden is. In advocating
a change or rejection of the status (}uo, tire
affirmative is asking us to abandon a program
which is in existence and presumably has

quo is inherently defective or seriously de
fective beyond practical repair.
Before considering what is meant by "in

herently defective," let us consider briefly
the logic underlying the so-called "compar
ative advantages" case and how this approach
evades the affirmative burden, or obligation,
and nnuldles a debate on policy questions.
To quote from Modern Debate: "In effect,

the approach here is that no serious problem
exists—the status quo is working well—but

the affirmative program would be more ad

^yprkt'd, however inrperfectly, for .sonic time.

vantageous than the exi.sting one. As one

And this is to be discarded for a program

debater once put it, 'Although we didn't
know what we were missing when there were
no electric; lights, the world was a tmicli
better place to live in when Edison finally

whose workability can only be siwculated
about; that is, the affirmative in advocating

the new policy can only argue what tcill
hcifrjien, not what has hapjx-ned,
which is usually much more convincing.

invented the incandescent bulb.'
Actually,
this is an indirect and somewhat confusing at

Since the status rjiio i.s almost never a total
failure and .since the affirmative policy can
hardly be presented in such a way a.s to elim

tempt to sliow that tliere really is a need for
changing the stains cpio; for if the affirmative

inate all doubt that it will be successful, tlrere

is an initial presumption for retaining the
status quo, which oix-rates in the negative's
favor, or, from the affinrralive'.s standpoint,
prt?senls a burden to be overconre. Now, to

the absence of that gain is really a defect of
the status quo. For exeimpic, to take this
year's question, if a non-coniiniinist economic
community would accelerate economic
growth wifliin the member nations, and such

overcome this burden, the affinrrative must

acceleration

try to prove that there is a compelling need
to change the status (juo. And in doing so,
it must prove that the status qiio is not only

very advantageous to the nations, the present

inferior to the proposed policy but is so in■ Director of Debate, C. W. Post College, and author

program would result in some important gain,

were extremely desirable or

rate oF economic growth would hardly be
something tliat we could afford to be com

placent about: for even without a communist
thrc^at, tlie prc;scnt growth rate (assuming

of niimeroii.s .articles and books on debate.

'Patrick O. Nfarsh, "Priina Facie Case: The Peren
nial Debate Topic," 77ie Garcl, XLV (November,
1962), p. 15.

2 A. N". Kruger, Modem Debate: Its Logic and
Strategv (Xew York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,
1960), p. 42.
7
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that it could l)e substantially increased) is
apparently not achieving the inaxiinizalion of
consunuT satisfaction, i.e., providing goods
and serx'ices at the lowest possible prices, and
it may be considered defective or "evil" to tlie

degree that it is failing to achieve this goal.

between the evil and the present system.
Let's consider a hyjiothetical case. Although
an affirmative might adduce evidence to
show that Bumia resents U.S. economic aid,

it would not be justified in concluding that
the U.S. should stop giving Bunna aid; it

Now if the affirmative were to argue that

would first have to consider the specific

the present growtli rate is good but tiiat it

cause of the resentment.

would be a little better under the affirmative

cnuld be due to many things. It might be
due, for example, to the fact that the wrong
type of products was being sent to Burma, or

plan, the "little better" would hardly justify
our risking the abandonment of a system
knoivn to be working in favor of a completely
new system that we can only predict will be
a little better. No pnident individual, I dare
say, would be willing to take such a chance.
On the other hand, if the affirmative were to

argue that the present growth rate is good
but that it would be much better under the

affirmative plan, the affirmative would actu.ally be contradicting itself; for if the
growth rate would be much belter nndcr
its plan, the present growth rate can't be con
sidered very good. Indeed, it must be pretty
poor if there is so much room for improve
ment. So, in effect, the affirmative claim

that tlie status quo is working well is contra
dicted by it.s subsequent claim for the affinnativc plan, lliis indirect and confusing
(confused, really) approach to the need may
well be lost on both the opposition and the
Judge, with the opposition contending tliat,
if the pre.sent program is wholly adequate
as the affirmative claims, why institute a
completely new program on such tenuous
grounds that it rnig/if be better than what
we have; why chance something untried and
unproved for something that is known to be
working? And the judge will prohalily agree

For re.sentment

that th(? U.S. administrators of aid in Burma

didn't speak Bunncse, or that, being unac<iuainted with Burmese customs, they un
wittingly offended the Burmese. Now,if such
were the case, the resentment would not be
an inherent evil; that is, it would not inhere

in, or bo caused by, the essential character
of tlie economic aid program but by extra- ^
neons factors which could lie modified with

out eliminating the prngnun. We could send
different commodities and change or educate

the administrators of the program. No need
to stop giving economic aid in order to elim
inate the re.sentment, But if it could be
shown that the aid was resented because it

was given bilaterally, that the bilateral char
acter of the aid made the Burmese feel like

poor relations cb' « vLs the United States or
made them suspicious that we were using tlie
aid as a means of meddling in their internal
affairs, then we could conclude that if we

wished to eliminate this evil, we would have

to stop giving aid, at least bilaterally. For in
the latter in-stmiee we demonstrated that the

evil was directly caused by the bilatcralness
of economic aid, that is, by the essential char
acteristic of the program that we wish to

and vote accordingly.
Thus, it seems clear tliat the affirmative

eliminate.

must first of all show that a serious problem
exists. (To suggc.st that no problem exists, as
in the "comparative advantages" approach,

should he th;it of equating the cause of ex- ^

is even worse tlian contending tliat a minor

problem exists.) Second, to avoid tlie fallacy
of post hoc reasoning, it must deinon.strate
that the problem inheres in, or is caused by,
the existing policy. In other words, to
demonstrate inherency is simply—though
actually it isn't always very simple—to dem
onstrate a casual relationship, in this instance,

•fC
^

In most debates the key point of the need
isting evils witli the essential characteristic of ~
the status quo.' Only thus can a real need
for a change be shown. If other than the
(Continued on page 54)
' OccusiMnully, the two .steps, existing evils and thrir

cause, can lie telescoped into one, as was pcfisihle
with the 19.58-59 national topic, "The Fvirther
Development of Nuclear Weapons Should Be Pro
hibited by Intennitional Agreement." In speaking
of the evil of radiation, it was hardly necessary for
affirmatives to prove that the radiation was caused

iiy nuclear weapons tests.

<K

^

■i

^ ^ ^ 0^ JI u,<. s

/
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The Standard the Judge Never Mentions
Goodwin F. Berquist, Jr.'

Among the many variables in a debate sit

or not, has misstated a fact. It is remarkable

uation which might influence a judge's

how much weight we judges attach to this

decision is one that never appears on any

one act. Seldom have I ever voted for such a

ballot. One seldom if ever hears this standard

speaker. And my conversations with other

discussed during the course of an oral cri

judges load me to conclude that they react

tique. And few coaches devote specific time
to this phase of argumentation and persuasion
in their training sessions. Yet as 1 enter my

similiirly.

third year of deljate coaching after three
earlier years in undergraduate debating, I am

grounded in classical rhetoric will have no

convinced of tlie crucial importance of this
standard the judge never mentions.
Six montlis ago one of my debaters inter

rupted bis constructive speech to request that
one of his opponents desist from making
distracting facial gestures while lu' talked.

When the speaker .sat down, he verbalized his
di.spleasure to his colleague, distracting the
judge in the process. We lost tlic debate
while our opponents won their sole victory
in the tournament. The judge made it clear
that she was shocked by the "discourtesy" of
my debater. There were other reasons given

What is this secret standard that may
oil occasion outweigh all others? Those

difficulty recalling the one mode of persua
sion Aristotle suggested outweighed all
others. It was and is the elhos of (he speaker.
Wc tend too often to forget that argumenta

tion and debate are special kinds of persua.sivc speaking. Wc forget, too, that the term
argumentation is rightfully defined by
Frccley as "prwuirili/ the use of logical means

of persuasion." Although most debate judges
would at once recognize and decry the use of
emotional proof in a debate, they seldom
mention and almost never disapprove of
ethical proof. For as speech teachers, we
judges argue tliat speech at its best help.s the

for the loss but 1 had no trouble sensing that

speaker rc\a"al the attractiveness of his per

this act of imp(3liteness was the principal

sonality. Wc cannot and do not complain

cause for the loss.
On another occasion I received a ballot
back at the end of a tournament with a mes

that personality is unimportant to the per
suasive speaker.
And .so arguing from sign, the judge con

sage that puzzles one of my debaters to this
day. All that was written on this student's
portion of the ballot was "Played witli paper
clip; very distracting." What my student

cludes that a speaker who is impolite is of low
character. He who plays with a paper clip
scn.se not to bring the clip witli him to the

should have had the intelligence and good

wanted to know was how this comment

rostrum in the first place. And anyf)ne who

related to analysis, reasoning and evidence,
organization, refutation or delivery. He

that which was not true could hardly be ac

failed to understand that the judge was re

cepted as a man of good will.

sponding to an unwritten standard, a stand
ard so powerfid that it took precedence over
the clearly printed criteria on the ballot
before him.

Every debate judge has at one time or an

would mislead an audience by telling them

The thesis I present here then is simply
tliis: most of us who judge tournament and
audience debating respond ever}' bit as much
to the evidence of personality as wc do to the
evidence of documented fact and authorita

other listened to a speaker who, intetilionally

tive opinion. The standard the judge never
mentions, it seems to me, may often be the

•Mr. Berquist (Ohio Wcsleyau, 1932) is assistant

crucial one in winning a decision or con

grofessor of speech and director of forensics at the
niversity of Wisconsin-.Milwaiikec.

vincing an audience.
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Delta Sigma Rho Western Division Conference
To all Delta Sigma Rho Chapter Sponsors:

Many of you luivc been awaiting specific
iiifonnation concerning the two Delta Sigma

Plea.se return immediately the enclosed,

stamped, addressed po.stcanl. Preliminary in

Rho Forensics Ca)nferences on National Is

formation on tho.se who may attend and those
who will not attend will a.s.sist us greatly in

sues to be held this siiring. The western
division will be at the University of Michigan

preliminary planning.
We hope that each chapter will place one

and the eastern division at Dartmouth. This

<if the two tournamcnt.s on its spring forensic

first mailing concemlng tlie conference to l)e
held by tire western division at Michigan is
being .sent to all chapters and to schools
which have applied for charters. Those
.schools which indicate an interest in attend

schedule. This tournament will certainly be
the highlight of the year for those of us at
Michigan; we hope it will he the same for
many of you. The Michigan Chapter is very
pleased to have the opportunity to ho.st this

ing the wcsteni division on the enclosed po.st-

tournament. We will do our utmo.st to pro

card will receive additional information in

vide you with an efficient, well-run tourna

later mailings.

ment.

The attached .sheets describe the dates,

Kenneth E. Andersen, Chairman
1963 Delta Sigma Rho Tournament

topic, format, and nilcs of the tournament,

and supply preliminary information on trans
portation, housing, and probable tournament

Western Division

fees. An additional mass mailing with fur
ther details and registration materials will be

Committee Members:

sent the first of March. If yoii have any ques
tions concerning the touniament on .such
things as housing and transportation please

Austin Freeley
Robert Friedman
R, Victor Hamack

.. John Carroll
Missouri
Colorado

write me.

Leroy Laase

Nebraska

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

I. Conference Dates: April 18, 19, 20, 1963.
II. Conference Location: The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. (All events
will be run on Ea.stem Standard Time.)

III. Topic for the Tournament: What Should Be the Role of the Federal Govern
ment IN Higher Education?

IV. Schedule of Events:
Thursday, April 18:

Registration. Noon to 2:30 at Conference Headquarters in the Michigan Union.
General Meeting. 2:30 p.m. Announcements
(Student participants will be divided into groups of approximately eight delegates
who will remain together throughout the Thursday activities. Faculty critic.s will
be used on all three Thursday events and will, as a result of their observations,

create a debate proposal out of the subject matter area which has been selected.)
Event A. Expository Speaking. 3:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Each delegate .shall give a five-minute extemporaneous expository speech ana

lyzing the nature and extent of the problem and defining the issues.
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Event B. Group Discussioit. 4:10 to 5:30 p.m.

Each group will have a roundtablc discussion exploring the problem to the point
of identifying but not arguing the merits of possible solutions.
Event C. Speech of Aihocacy. 7:00 to 8:00 p.m.

Each delegate will make a five-minute speech of advocacy on the solution of his
choice in terms of the discussion in Event B. Following his speech he .shall be
(piestioned for tx\o minutes by the other members of the group.
Coaches Meeting. 8:15 to 9:15 p.m.

Immediately following Event C the coaches will gather and prepare a debate
topic f<Jr use in the debates on Friday and Saturday.
Initiation of New Delta Signui Rho Members. 8:30 p.m.
A ma,ss initiation of all new members of Delta Sigma Rho attending the conference
will be held.

AnnouncemcJit of Debate Topic and Debate Pairings. 9:30 p.m.
At the 9:30 session the debate topic will be :mnounced to the student partic
ipants and pairings of debate partners completed. Students will debate with
partners from .schools in other geographical areas, (An initial schedule is deter
mined in advance by blind draws witliin gcograpliical areas.) Individual coaches
are responsible for assigning their students to the negative or affirmative side
in terms of student interest and the necessity of having an equal number of
affirmative and negative debaters.

Friday, April 19: Event D. Debates.
Preparation of Debate Cases. 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon.

Student delegates will meet with their assigned colleagues to prepare a debate
ca.se on one side of the question. Library facilities are available.
Debate, Round I. 1:00 p.m. (Conventional .style—8-minute Constructive, 5-minute Rebuttal.)

Debate, Round U. 2:30 p.m.
Debate, Round III. 4:00 p.m.
Bampiet. 6:30 to 8:15 p.m.

No formal activities have been .scherluled for the participants iiftcr the banquet.
An informal .social gathering is Iving planned for the coaches.

Saturday, April 20:
Debate, Round IV. 9:00 a.m.
Debate, Round V. 10:30 a.m.

Results. 1:00 p.m.
Departure. 1:30 p.m.
V. Evaluation Procedures:

This tournament focu.sos upon indivUlual competency in the .several arts of delib
erative speaking. The following evaluation procedures will again be used:
(a) A single faculty critic will be assigned to each group in Round 1. He will use a
ballot providing a ten-point rating scale. Each judge will be c{)mpelled to assign
a rating of 10 to at least one .spe:iker in each group,
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(b) Two faculty critics will be assigned to each group in Event B. Each judge will
use a ten-point rating scale and be required to assign a rating of 10 to at least one
student in each gnnip. (One critic will be the same used in Event A, the second
critic will remain witli the group in Event C.)

(c) Tlie second judge from Event B will be the single critic for Event C. Again, a

ten-ixiint scale wilh tlie requirement of at least one rating of 10 will be used.
(d) Each of the five rounds of debate will be judged by a single faculty critic with
different critics for each round. Again, the ten-point rating scale will Iw used,
each individual will be rated separately, and at least one individual in each debate
must receive a ten point rating. While decisions will be given in the debates,
they have no effect on final results.
VI. Awards.

As in previous years, the top ten per cent of the delegates shall be recognized for
special distinction without regard to rank; the next fifteen per cent shall be recognized
for distinction without regard to rank. Ranks arc detennined by the cumulative
evaluations of tiie several judges with a maximum ix)ssible of 90 points.

This procedure is being retained because it seems to provide inaxinnim individual
incentive for good performance. Although the performance of those working with t)r
debating against a student must have some effect, this procedure seems to provide
realistic safeguards against tliese elements having undue influence.
VII. Entrance Requircnieuls.

The entrance requirements for this tournament are that participants must be bona
fide undergraduate students from schools with Delta Sigma Rho chapters or schools
with applications for a charter irending.
However, it must be stressed that participants sliould be advanced students with a

sound background in forensics. This tournament is designed for the top level students
ill the individual forensic programs. This should he a valuable educational experience
for those who have mastered basic skills in analysis, organization, oxtemixiraneous

.speaking, and debate and who bring a sound body of research on the topic under
study. Those who h.avc not reached a minimal level in these skills are not only going
to limit their fellow participants but also are unlikely to enjoy the experience or to
learn as much from it since they will be so totally dependent upon themselves through

out the tournament, and particularly in the preparation of their debate case.
VIII. Entry Fees «»</ Entry Provisions on Judges and Nuniber of Students.
The entr)' fee will include btmiiuet fees and incidental e.\pen.ses of tlie toiiriiainent.
The e.vact amount of the fee will be less than $6.(K) per person including the formal

banquet (prime rib or fish for main course). SeluKils must enter either two or four
students. Those schools, particularly tliose from great distances, who wish to enter

only one participant may do so by pairing with another sehool in a similar situation
with the consent of the tournament director. Problems of this nature should he brought

to the attention of the touniament director by letter. (In a few instances a chapter

tluit may not otherwise he able to be represented may be able to work out a cost

adjustment and send a single student as a part of the delegation of a nearby sehool.)
A competent faculty critic must be provided wilh each entr>'. For those with small
delegations and sfiecial budget problems, we may be able to secure the services of
a few local critics for a reasonable fee. Those with small delegations may be able

to split the cost of such a judge. It should be noted that only a few such judges will
be available imd anyone facing this problem should contact the tonmament director
early in their planning.
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TRANSPORTATION
AIR

The University nf Michigan at Ann Arhor is served by both Detroit airports—Willow Run
and Detroit Metropolitan. Willow Rim Airport is only about 7 miles from Ann Arbor.
Detroit Metropolitan is about 20 niile.s away. The following airlines serve Willow Run and
for convenience and cost puri^oses, is will be to your advantage to use Willow Run flights if
possible.
United Airlines
Eastern Airlines

Mohawk Airlines
l.ake Central Airlines

North Central Airlines
T.W.A.

Air fares to both airports are idtmtieal but ground transportation varies considerably.
Willoto Run
Cab fares;

Mctropolifan

$2.50 per person

$8-10 per trip

Limousine fares: $2.50 per person
Bus fares:
$ .75 per person

$4-5 jwr iwrson
$1.50 per person

RAIL

We are served by the New York Central. We remind you group reductions arc available
for three or more people traveling a.s a group.
ACCOMMODATIONS

We reconimend staying at either the Michigan Union (South State St., Ann Arbor),

which will serve as tournament headquarters, or the Bell Tower Motel, which is on campus.
The rooms at the Bell Tower are very modern and the prices are equivalent to those at the
Union.

Michigan Union

singles

. $5-7

doubles

- $9-15

rale.s depend on the tyix; of bath arrangements and room sizes—$2.50 for extra
beds in a room.

Bell Tower

single.s . .
doubles

$6-7.50
$10

Suites:
single-single w, one bath: $12 total
single-double w/onc bath: $15 total
double-double w/one bath: $18 total
$2.00 for extra beds in rooms.

As there are limited accommodations in Ann Arbor, we would strongly urge that you make

your reservations before March 1, 1963. Thi.s i.s e.speeially tnie if you intend to stay at
either of the above places. When writing to the Union or Bell Tower, specify you are

attending the Delta Sigma Rho Conference, in order to take advantage of the special
reduced rates.

Off campus (.5-10 minutes driving) are a number of very nice motels. These are somewhat
higher in price and no better in quality. Of these we would recommend;
1. Lamp Post, 2424 E. Stadium Blvd.. Ann Arbor
2. Arbor Lodge, 3245 Washtenaw, Ann Arbor

3. Stage Stop, 2443 Carpenter Road, Ann Arbor

All motels feature free parking.
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DELTA SIGMA RHO —New Initiates
SINCE SEPTEMBER. 1961, TO SEPTEMBER 1, 1962

Albion

Indlono

Frederick H. Martin
Sulette D. Stroder

Moriorie A Nixon
Evelyn M. Hade

Nelson A. Werner
James R. Brown

Iowa State Teachers
Anita L. Daniels

Allegheny
B. Oougios Baur

lowo State

Amherst

Lorry L. Orr
Gary A. Bernau

Kenneth 1. Gottlieb
Brion Christoldi

Robert A. Jungk
David A. Grosland

Fredrick D. Pease

Robert J. Brake
Bates

Walter A. Littlefield

Howard A. Blum

David C- Thomos

Boston

Leroy D. Corey
Jomes D. Walling

Clarice E. Moore

Kote R. Lorig
Diana Nyyssonen
John J, Mahlmonn

Joseph F. Keoting

John Corroll
Thomas L. Vince

Jerry B. Murray

Daniel E. Shaughnessy
Kansos

Brooklyn

Nevada
Paul A. Bible

Patrick C- Clory
Robert E. Van Lydegraf
North

Corolino

William C. Imes

Jeffrey Lawrence
Oberlin

Lois A. Boyd

Percy L. Julian, Jr.
Richard O. Lempert
Lowrence D. Longley
George H. Rieke
Gary T. Schwartz
Virginia B. Woodcock
Ohio State

John E. Berger
John W, Reed
Richord M. Griffith

Clifford Lynch
John W. Longhom
John B. Borflett

Cotherine A. Dillon

Frederick J. Kauffeld
Patrick L. Bcude

Roberta A. Johnson

Patricia A. Elliot

Alice H. Krumper
Alexonder M. Rosenteid

Everett D. Reese

Lauralee M. Mllberg

Charles 0. Tucker

John E. Neal

Chicago
Judy P. Davis

Mary M. Reeves
John £, Stuckey, Jr.
Ralph R. Tremoin

Jenifer D. Gerl
Colorado
Ramono H. Avilo

Donald E. Worster

Richard J. Chernesky
Jerry B. Grubough

Oklahoma

Edwin D. Abel

William A, Hodwiger
William A. Linsley
Robert E. Biles

Kansas State

Philip K. Baily

Lois W. Kinney

Harold L. Pierson, Jr.
David L. Schaefer

King's College

Guy W. H. Pcrkhurst, Jr.
Oregon State
Jonon M. Hoyes
Alice A. Thompson
Pennsylvania Stote

Frank J. Burke

Julio P. Heit

Hugh F. Mundy
Robert J. HIgglns

Arlene

Cornell

OePouw
Robert G. Lehnen

Bruce A. Campbell

Charles L. Choguill
George A. Ellsworth
Dovtd

H. McMullen

Knox

Elmiro

Evon W. Cameron

Patricia

Hassett

Fredonio

Stephen H. Lozor
Joseph T. S. Lavinio
Steven B. Weinstein
Grinnell

Eric P. Jacobson

Rolph H. Croft
Michael N. Horowitz
Harvard

Joseph E. Clements
Arden G. Doss

John B. Rogers

Charles P. Forbes
John W. Polmroth
John W. Gustofson

Loyola
Warren De Brocy
Margaret A. Geftinger

H. Weiner

Nancy M. Huber

Patricia M. Hogon
Regina M. M. Vossolotti
Helen M. Jewells

Roberta A. Beotty
Pennsylvania
Thomos Feimon

Pittsburgh

Noncy A. Klickmon
Kael B. Kennedy

Jerome J. Brozeli
Chorles P. Shermon

Jerome J. Woynerowski
Michigan State
Rose M. DeSteiger

Lowrence M. Profant
Trevor Melio

James J. Seobol

Joan E. Shields
Helen G. Altmon

Lawrence J. Sherman

Charles A, Stevenson

Michigan
Phyllis G- Swayze

James G. Voughter

Norma J. Wikler

Howali

Minnesoto

Lynefte E. Hofmeister
Anthony Y. K- Kim
Jack M. Koyotani, Jr.

Malcolm S- Cohen
Dovid E- Krause
John J. Swenson

James R. Borrow
James K. Ahio

Missouri

Hons Schemer

William F. Stout

Lynn K. Ballew

Alan L. Cazen

Kothleen A. Ftanogan
Pomona

Stephen T. Jacobs

Lawrence G. Sager
Sue E. Wilkinson
Richard E. Yarnell
Rocktord

Steven W. May
Thomas S. Johnson

Illinois
Linda R. Kaine

Rondall M. Fisher
Mount Mercy

Stanford

Merwin A. Haves

Carol V, Jocques
Peggy 6. Howbecker
Anselma M. Schwarzkopf

Richord

William L. Holmes
Mark A. Ivener

Prentice A. Meador, Jr.
John

F. Schunk

Nebrosko

Michael M. Hall
L. Noble

Richard A. Weinig
William E. Dysort
Syracuse
Paul C. DeSontis

William P. Schwarz
Louis W, Cockerhom
Genevieve E. Glass

Thomos J. Chandler

Stephen A. George
Kothryn A. Modsen

J. Nelson Hoppy

Mory D. Schroeder

Lorry W. Myers

Jomes I. Myers

Orvol R. Fairbairn

Gory F. Pokorny

Charles G. Waugh

Philip J. Owen

Richard L. Weill

Carol A. Wurthner

Nelson S. Hollmork
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Texas Tech.

Robert C. Dick

Gretcgoil E. Green
Corrofl C. Hoston
Joyce J. Borton
Anno G- Ryan
Tulone

Ronald L. Noquin

GAVEL

Solly S. Berger
George W. Hawkins

Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Roymond H. Myers
Ted J. McLougnlin

Wayne Stote

Albert B. Carlson

Glen H. Howell

Ruth Russell

Benjamin C. Stonczyk

William Woelkerling

David J. Butler

Sondro Fath

Mcrlene J, C'ayo
Russell W. Davidson, Jr.

Gerald C. Kops
Wooster

David R. Getto

Virginia
Joseph R, Rudolph
Washington
Robert E. Hutchinson

George L. Head

Rosolyn 6. Loren

Dale E. Hook

Helyn J, Ross
Jo Dene Septok

Martho L. Peter

Sondro L. von Velsen

Mary A. Pittenger
Wyoming

Wesleyon

Claudia L. Shearer

Washington and Jefferson

Bruce R. Morkgraf

John S. Phillips

Fred

Gory M. Cook

Goyle R, Loin
William A. Keefe

K. Briard

Edword A. Krouse

Rea P. Miller, Jr.
Paul

A. Skrabut

Edward L. Good

Washington Stote
Lyndo L. Jones
Carol J. Giboney

Dole William Henderson

Kothryn L. Crow

Francis G. W. Voigt

Terence J. Hunter

Wichita

Bobby R. Hunt

Yale
David L. Boren

Bobby R. Patton
Glendo R. Groy

Thomas D. Rowe, Jr.
John L. Jeffers, Jr.

THE MEANl.NG OF INHERENCY . . .

(Coiitiiuit<l from page 47)

e.ssontial characteristic of the present policy
is identified or implied as the cause, the

■■u

Brian G. Moson

Paul F. Honziik

negative, as we have .seen, can claim that this
characteristic can be removed without bas

ically altering the present ixtlicy.
Thc! failure to e.xplorc and grasp the causal
relationships between the various components
of the need issue not only result.s in weak
cases but often leads debaters to make state

reveal that these statements were not tnie,
that tiiey were indeed trying to show that
compul.sory unionism was at the root of the
e\ ils cited, but what is a judge to think when
a team voluntarily obscures its true position
by making such statements? The negative
team, of course, v\'a.s completely right and
very effective in repeatedly focusing atten
tion on such statements."

In pa-ssing, it naiy he noted that although
inherency is most often considered in connec

tion with the affirmative need, it may also be

ments which prejudice their position. A
notable e.xaniple was tlie final round of the

considered in the area of impracticability. 1

1958 National Debate Tournament at West

there are insurmountable obstacles which

Point. Here the iiffirmative, by not under
standing inherency, indicated that they did
not tmly understand the implications of their
own arguments. During the course of the
debate they made such damaging statements

as, "Now, Dave and I do not eontend that
there is any causal relationship between corniption and the union sliop"* and "Maybe we
haven't indicted compulsory miionisin per
sc."'" (Yet compulsory unionism, or the union

shop, was the policy they were asking us to
reject.) If what they were saying was true,

they might just as well have said that they
were conceding the cUliate. Actually, an anal

ysis of the affinnative's arguments would
•R. R. Windes and A. N. KniKpr, Chftnii>iatiship
Dehatiitg (Portland, Maine: J. Wi-stun Walch.
Pnlilisher, 1961), p. 110.
s/bW., p. ll.'j.

When a debater argues, for example, that
would block the affirmative plan, the iiffirm
ative should endeavor to show that such

obstacles are not inherently insiirmountahle
and ciUi thus be overcome. The negative in
turn would be well advised to anticipate and
to lie prepared for such a rejoinder.
Summing up, inherency in a policy debate
is synonymous with causality, and since both
ea.ses are basically a chain of causal relation

ships, it is a concept that must be understood
and eonlinuallv used.
' The affirmative blunder, as stated aliove, was
undoubtedly due to their incomplete utiderstandinB

of inherency and causation. .Apparently, the .iN
firmative only vaRuely realized that the first of

their so-called evils was not mniiption by union
officials

but

that

compulsorv-

unionism

forced

workers to support such corruption. In de\elopinR

this and their other evils, the iiffirmative actually

were "imlicting the status quo" anil attiunptinR

to show that these evils were inherent In or caused
directly by compulsion.
/■ C
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Professor Charles CoetziiiRer, Editor
The Gavel

Department of Speech
Colorado University
Boulder, Colorado
Dear Professor Goetzinger:

I read Professor Behl's open letter as it appeared in the last issue of the Gf/c<?/
with close attention, because if, as he believes, I have quoted him out of context

thus causing him embarrassment, then I certainly want to make a public apology.
I want to emphasize that the criticism I offered was against the conci'jit described
by Professor BchI; it was not against the
I fee! sure that he will agree that
criticism of publicly-presented concepts must he free to explore honest differences
of opinion if it is to be meaningful criticism.

In an effort to determine whether I did, in fact, quote him out of context, 1 sought

opitiions both from the editor of Writing tit Wr/onnng (an English Department pub
lication} and our debate coach. Jerome Davies. This inquiry clarified the matter in

in my own mind with the following eonelusion. All (luotations from a larger piece of
writing are, in a .sen.se, taken out of context. Becau.se of this inherent danger of

misrepresentation through quotation, two eustomaiy practices (documentation and
the use of ellipses) have become widely used. Since the iwrtion I fpioted started
at the beginning of a sentence, ended at the close of another sentence, and omitted
nothing in between, ellipses were not appropriate in this <iuotalion. Documenta
tion, which I believe to be complete and in proper form in this instance, offers a

second safeguard by directing the reader to the complete context from which the
quotation was selected.

In re-ex:imiuing the .source of the {luotatioii, I find in the "Index of Subjects"

(p. 364) only one listing under "Prima facie case"; namely, on page 247. In fact,
paragraph F, entitled "Prima Facie Case" actually appears on page 248. So far
as I can determine, this single paragraph is the only definitive statement on this

subject. In this paragraph, I interpret the quoted portion as a morc-or-less formal
definition, while the remainder of the paragraph is devoted to amplification and
illustration of tiiat definition. The entire paragraph is quoted below with the
portion I used italicized.

Siricdtj sfwakinfi, a prinm facie case i.i any case presented hy the
affirmative tvhich if unanswered will stand. If the affirmative presents

only one of six possible issues invoiced in a problem and the negative does
ru)t successfully answer that one issue, the affirmative has established a
prima facie case. The usual prima facie case consists of three or four main
issues. If tlie affirmative presents only one main issue, the negative will

niidoubtedly be alilc to demonstrate tliat the affirmali\ e has not presented

adequate support of the proposition. Suppose an affirmative team tried
to establish a case for federal aid to ediieation by simply pointing out that
there was a need for federal aid. The negative might admit that there was

a need for federal aid but that it would be imp()ssii»le to administer such

a plan. Technically, the affirmative should lose the debate because the
prima facie case was admitted by the negative. In addition, the negative,
it is assumed, established the fact that the affirmative had to debate
another issue in order to establish a satisfactory affirmative case.
(Continued on page .56)
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Letter (continued)

The point I was attemptin>» to make in my article is tliat a prima facie Ciise is
independent of the negative response. Professor Behl's statement appears through
out to place tiie responsibility upon the negative. My position is that regardless
of what (or even vvht!ther) the negative answers Is immaterial to the affimrative's
estahlisliment of a prima facie case. I quoted him because he served as spokesman
for the larger body of coaches who share his view. This is an area of honest dis
agreement, iuid 1 merely presented a ca.se for tlic inteqiretation which seems to
me to be most defensible.

If my interpretation is in error either in regard to quotation practice, or his
position, I welcome documented correction. Ujwn receqrt of such correction, I shall
offer a formal and public apology.
Sincerely,
Patrick O. Marsh
Assistant Professor

]3epartmcnt of Speech
University of Wyoming

A STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE . . .

(Continued from page 43)

Although the mean answers may be of in
terest to the reader, the study was primarily
concerned with the protluct-inoment coeffi

great extent' «>! confidence in judges who
take notes to "A great extent."
2. The study also indicates that these dehaters believe that their debating is affected
by judges who take written notes during the
debate.

cient of correlation between answers to ques

3. An additional rclabonship between the
debater's confidence in the judge's ability to

tions two and three, four and three, and four
and two on each (juestionnaire.

make a correct dc-cision and the extent to

When die product-moment coefficient of

which the judge's note-taking .seemed to af
fect his debating .seems to be indicated by

correlation was calculated for answers to

the data.

questions two and three, a "highly significant"

The main limitation of this project was the
ambiguity of question four. It would be in

correlation (r=.278) was found to exist.

"Highly significant" correlations were also

teresting to find out specifically how the

found to e.xist between answers to questions
four and three (r = .323) and between an
swers to questions four and two { r =.222).

judge's note-taking, or lack of note-taking,
"affected" the debaters. Did the note-taking

Conclusions

1. Tlie study tends to indicate that the

confidence which a college debater has in
the judge's ability to make a correct decision
is related to the degree to wliich the judge
has taken written notes during the debate.
These debaters stiulied tended to have "A

merely make tlic debaters feel more secure

and certain the judge would remember their
contentions? Did it impel them to be more
conscious of the principles of good speecli?
Did it make them more careful not to neglect
any of the jioints brought out by the opposi
tion? Or did it actually influence tlie em
phasis placed on final appeals? Questions
such as these could form the basis for other

interesting research projects on the stibject.
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